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Why do some distressed
neighbourhoods get better, and
some do not? That is the ques-
tion Sean Zielenbach’s book asks
and tries to answer. His attempt
is worthy of our attention. The
question is clearly important and
the author has done his research
carefully. His research goes a
long way to answering the
question; and his insights have
some real, practical implications
– they are not just academic. It
also helps that the book is
written in good plain English,
not social science jargon.

the neighborhood can take advantage of
the opportunities and also denature the
power of some destructive forces.

Zielenbach describes the neighbour-
hood-specific features that make the
difference. These begin with its particular
location and physical amenities; they are
a given that local leadership have to use.
(In Chicago, being close to the Loop or
to the attractions of the lakeside could be
helpful.) Leaders must be a part of and
supported by stable institutions and
community organizations (such as
community development corporations)
in order to help shape and carry out
strategies of revitalization. Determining
the extent to which these succeed is a
neighbourhood’s level of “social capital”:
the strength and breadth of social and
interpersonal ties and mutual trust
abiding in the community.

All these factors together are impor-
tant; no one is the key; and the whole
process is an art, not a technology. There
are effective strategies to choose among,
but they are a combination of many
different activities.

The richness of this book is both in
its quantitative and qualitative analysis.
On the quantitative side, the author
simplifies things (not too simple,
however) by defining revitalization as
both“the improvement of economic
conditions for existing residents and the
re-integration of the neighborhood into
the market system.”

For both these aspects he then
chooses reasonable economic measures
(while recognizing that revitalization will
also have measurable social indicators,
e.g., school drop-out rates): per capita
income (which indicates whether people
are materially better off ); number of
residential loans per housing unit; and
median property values. The latter two
indicate the level of private investment

but also access to the outside resources of
the lending banks.

Of course, these measures have their
drawbacks, but the author argues that
they are nevertheless valid, if properly
used. For example, he recognizes that per
capita income can rise because of
gentrification, and so he qualifies that
measurement by information that will
take gentrification into account.

He takes the same sort of care with
the other two measures. In addition, he
reviews the recent history of the city so as
to take into account factors that can
affect the measures. The result is a
reasonable index of rehabilitation that
permits comparison between 1979 and
1995. The index works, but as mentioned
before, no single factor appears salient in
importance, independent of the workings
of other factors.

On the qualitative side, Zielenbach
makes a fascinating comparative analysis
of two black neighbourhoods, one that
improved and the other that did not.
This takes up more than one-third of the
book, and is worth reading by itself.
Much informative detail is devoted to the
role of leaders, to institutional (including
CDC, bank, and church) influences, and
to the significance of social networks
upon which change rested.

Read this book for its careful research
and for the ideas it can stimulate for your
own neighbourhood revitalization
process.
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The scene that the author surveys
comprises 36 low- and moderate-income
neighbourhoods in Chicago. By limiting
his inquiry to one city, he hoped to
decrease the number of distracting
factors and make it possible to zero in on
the different factors in a single urban
environment.

Zielenbach determines that revitaliza-
tion depends upon the idiosyncratic
situation of the particular neighbour-
hood. (Isn’t that why CED folk keep
stressing that we have to be able to do
things our way for our neighbourhoods?)
The big trouble, he recognizes, is that so
many determining factors are outside the
control of the neighbourhood – such as
national or regional public policies,
national or regional economic trends
(including globalization), and
racial/demographic shifts.

On the other hand, these outside
factors are also opportunities for
revitalization. A neighbourhood’s
characteristics, then, determine whether




